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Key points
•
•
•

Considers the issues in managing sub-gingival interproximal margins for
direct adhesive restorations.
Describes techniques for managing the papillae where restorative
margins are sub-gingival.
Provides a step-by-step decision-making workflow for pragmatic
management of sub-gingival, interproximal, direct composite
restorations.

Abstract
Correctly managing interdental papillae is a key step in producing satisfactory,
interproximal, direct composite restorations. This article discusses techniques to
facilitate the restoration of sub-gingival cavities and suggests a decision-making
workflow that can be applied in this challenging situation.

Introduction
Predictably restoring sub-gingival cavities with composite is difficult and an area
where UK general dental practitioners (GDPs) lack confidence.1 The problems
arise from an inability to isolate the sub-gingival cavity and difficulties creating
the correct matrix profile, which lead to an inability to produce an adequate
contact point.
While in the past dentists could perhaps avoid placing composites in this type of
situation, the phase-down and planned phase-out of amalgam has heightened the
need to find predictable solutions to these commonly encountered problems.
A key initial step in addressing these issues, is to ensure that the wedge is
appropriately positioned below the base of the cavity. This is dictated by the
position and subsequent management of the papillae. The papillae must be
displaced or partially removed to facilitate this process in deep sub-gingival
cavities. When this step has been adequately managed, it facilitates effective
isolation, matrix placement and ultimately successful restoration of the tooth.

Rationale for papilla management
1. Effective wedging
Correct wedge placement (figure 1) is integral to the placement of a successful
interproximal composite restoration in that it fulfils the following objectives:
•

Seals the base of the box, preventing contamination of the cavity, whilst
also preventing apical extrusion of restorative material beyond the cavity
margin.

•

Provides separation of teeth, aiding the subsequent formation of a contact
point when the matrix is removed.

After completing a deep interproximal cavity preparation the papilla will often
lie above the base of the cavity (figure 1c). This can prevent the wedge from
seating below the cavity margin with subsequent failure to meet the above
objectives, resulting in many deleterious effects (figure 1d).

Figure 1. Representation of how papillae height affect wedge and matrix
configuration. a&b) Supra-gingival cavity, no modification required. c&d) Subgingival cavity without modifying the papillae results in matrix distortion. e&f)
Sub-gingival cavity with displacement or partial removal of the papillae allows
placement of the wedge below the base of the cavity and effective matrix
configuration.

2. Isolation
In deep cavities it is normally beneficial to prepare the periphery of the cavity
without a rubber dam in place or by implementing a split dam. This allows the
operator access to the papilla should modification be indicated.
Although rubber dam isolation is not a prerequisite for successful posterior
composite restorations, it is essential if adequate relative moisture control
cannot be achieved. It also helps to limit contamination of the pulp when
finalising central cavity preparation, should an exposure occur. In deep boxes,
relative moisture control becomes increasingly challenging and use of rubber
dam increasingly important.
Making the cavity margin supra-gingival makes RD placement much easier as it
will commonly sit down below the cavity margin, where before it was impeded
by the papillae. Clamp selection is also integral to this process as wings can
impede the horizontal placement of the wedge below the cavity margin (Figures
4f&g).

Papilla management
Pre-wedging
The viscoelastic nature of the gingival tissues will often allow the papillae to be
displaced below the cavity margin, so that the wedge can seat in an appropriate
position. Displacement of the gingival tissues can be expedited by a procedure
known as pre-wedging. This involves placing a wedge before the cavity
preparation is performed. Wooden wedges are more effective than most plastic
wedges for this procedure, because they don’t have a concavity on their
underside (Figure 2). The largest wedge that can be placed through the
interproximal ‘space’ should be selected to maximize the displacement and can
be incrementally inserted during the preparation as the teeth move in their
periodontal ligament.

Figure 2. Plastic wedge with low profile and underside concavity. Wooden wedge
with no concavity
When the peripheral cavity preparation is completed, the wedge should be
removed and the position of the papillae assessed in relation to the cavity. The

cavity is only suitable for restoring if the displaced papillae lie below the cavity
margin and can accommodate a correctly placed wedge above them (Figures
3a&b).
Wedge modification
It is also important that no part of the wedge interferes with the emergence
profile of the contoured matrix by projecting above the base of the cavity (Figure
3b). This can also prevent the formation of a contact point. Wooden wedges can
be modified to achieve this aim, using either a bur or a scalpel (Figures 3c-e), or a
low profile plastic wedge can be employed (Figures 2&3f).

Figure 3. Wedge selection to avoid matrix profile distortion. a-e) Wooden wedge
modification process. f) Low profile wedge as alternative

Partial papillectomy
A partial papillectomy involves the surgical removal of part of the papilla. It is
indicated if, after pre-wedging, the base of the cavity is not exposed and a wedge
cannot be placed so that it lies horizontally beneath the cavity margin (Figures
4a-c).
Partial papillectomy can be performed in a number of ways. Electrosurgery units
or lasers are often employed for this purpose (Figure 5a), but may not be
accessible to many dentists due to the expense of the equipment. Therefore
perhaps the most effective and accessible technique for GDPs is rotary
curettage.2 In this procedure the friction and heat created by a rotating bur
simultaneously cuts and cauterizes the papilla (Figure 4c).
The bur used for rotary curettage should be smooth (Figure 4d) to prevent
inadvertent damage to adjacent teeth and should be used without water to allow
sufficient heat to cauterize. Rotary curettage should be performed following
infiltration of the papillae with local anaesthetic (preferably containing a
vasoconstrictor to minimize bleeding). The procedure can then be completed by
stroking the tissues in a controlled manner, taking care not to overheat the
underlying bone. Tissue is removed until the base of the cavity is exposed and a
wedge can lie horizontally below it (Figure 4c).
Manufacturers have produced ceramic burs specifically for rotary curettage but a
Thermacut Bur (Dentsply Sirona, USA) (Figure 4d) is a low cost and effective
alternative.
Rotary curettage often results in a fairly bloodless field (Figure 4c). Bleeding can
be controlled through styptic application, however rubber dam application is
strongly advised after this procedure to ensure any residual bleeding does not
interfere with the restorative process (Figures 4e&f; 5c&d).

Figure 4. a) Pre-wedging. b) Pre-wedging ineffective. Wedge cannot be placed
below base of cavity. Sufficient band of keratinized gingiva to allow partial
papillectomy. c) Partial papillectomy with Thermacut bur allowing seating of RD
and horizontal placement of wedge below cavity margin d) Tooth safe
Thermacut burs used to perform partial papillectomy. e) Rubber dam inverted
and sitting below base of cavity. f) Example of wedge trimming required to avoid
clamp wing, facilitating horizontal placement below cavity margin. g) Effective
matrix placement facilitated. A wingless clamp would have made wedging easier

Figure 5. a&b) Partial papillectomy performed with electrosurgery. c&d)
Wingless clamp use facilitating appropriate isolation and wedge placement
Following restoration, the patient can be discharged without the need to provide
a soft tissue dressing. It is prudent to warn the patient that they may experience
post-operative discomfort relating to this procedure, but experience suggests
that this is minimal, if reported at all by patients at follow up.

Partial papillectomy risks:
Soft tissue healing is often rapid following tissue removal,3 and experience
suggests complications requiring further intervention are very rare, but there
are some potential complications which are discussed below.
Papilla recession
It is possible that the papilla will not re-fill the interdental space leaving a black
triangle. Patients who are especially at risk are those who have a low position of
the alveolar crest- for example as may be seen in patients who have suffered
bone loss as a result of periodontal disease without soft tissue recession. Papilla
filling of the interdental space is dependent on many parameters, such as the
position of the alveolar crest in relation to the contact point position, root
separation of adjacent teeth at the crest and emergence profile.4
It should be remembered that one of the primary reasons for the partial
papillectomy is to allow recreation of a more anatomical emergence profile than
would otherwise be possible. This will therefore establish a more cervical

position of the contact point than if the papillae were maintained, thus favouring
the re-establishment of papillae that fill the interproximal space.
Keratinised tissue
Assessing the amount of keratinized tissue prior to partial papillectomy is
advised, as tissue resection beyond a band of keratinized tissue should be
avoided, to preserve the attached gingivae. Having said this, there is a
preponderance of evidence that suggests that the presence of attached gingivae
has no effect in terms of preventing attachment loss.5 There is some limited
evidence to support reduced recession and inflammation of tissues around teeth
with sub-gingival restorative margins with thick biotypes and more than 2mm of
keratinized tissue.6, 7
Biologic width violation
The junctional epithelial and supra-crestal connective tissue attachment to a
tooth is termed the biologic width (BW). When a restorative margin impinges on
this attachment, this is often termed BW violation and it can potentially lead to
persistent inflammation of the marginal gingiva, recession or tenderness; or it
can lead to bone remodeling.8 There is however evidence to suggest that such
sequelae, when associated with sub-gingival margin placement, are self-limiting
over a long time period.9
Assessment
It is therefore prudent to assess the bone level adjacent to the cavity margin
prior to papilla removal to assess potential issues. This enables the risks to be
conveyed to the patient. This can be estimated using a pre-operative bitewing
radiograph and established through bone sounding.8 If, following cavity
preparation, the linear dimension from the base of the cavity to the bone crest is
greater than 2mm, as measured with a Williams Periodontal Probe, BW violation
is unlikely.10 If it is much greater, recession is possible. If it is less, BW violation is
possible. This potential BW violation does not preclude partial papillectomy,
because the compromised situation has to be managed. It must be remembered
that BW dimension is very variable,11 and its status and dimension when
associated with a soft carious lesion is uncertain.12 Re-establishment of BW, and
the dimension of that re-establishment in such situations is also uncertain, so the
parameters for individual responses are very difficult to define. The patient must
also understand the compromised situation they are in, and expectations should
be accordingly managed.

Alternatives to partial papillectomy
We have outlined some of the potential complications with partial papillectomy.
They must be viewed in the context of a balanced discussion of the advantages
and disadvantages of alternative management options. These alternative

approaches are more complex and are therefore often outside the scope of
practice of general dentists. Crucially they are also not without complications.
Surgical crown lengthening (SCL) with osseous recontouring or osstectomy, is an
option, which is performed in an attempt to allow re-establishment of BW. When
performed with an apically repositioned flap, it also has the benefit of
maintaining the zone of keratinized tissue, though this seems to have limited
importance.5-7 SCL commonly has financial and biological costs however. It can
be a technically difficult surgical procedure to perform and is commonly
insufficiently performed even by experienced, skilled operators.13 Interproximal
bone removal doesn’t involve a single tooth (where an adjacent tooth is present),
as bone removal will also affect the adjacent tooth. This can cause loss of
attachment and recession, which may then expose further root dentine, in an
already caries prone individual. This would also increase the crown:root ratio
which may have biomechanical sequelae. Exposure of furcation areas can also
have a negative periodontal and caries risk impact and it may also result in
sensitivity.14
Other alternative management strategies include rapid orthodontic extrusion, 15
or surgical extrusion,16 though these are usually reserved for heavily broken
down teeth where inter-occlusal space is available, and commonly where ferrule
needs to be gained, not when placing direct restorations. It is also prudent to
consider the restorability of the tooth.

Rational compromises
If the wedge cannot seat appropriately, partial papillectomy to appropriately
restore the deep interproximal cavity is strongly advised when the distance from
the cavity margin to the alveolar crest is greater than or equal to 2mm. If this
dimension is less than 2mm, a judgement must be made in conjunction with the
patient. The patient and operator must weigh up the potential risks of
proceeding with the partial papillectomy against the risks associated with
alternative treatments in a shared decision making process. Given the existing
compromised situation, the unknown parameters involved and the potential
issues involved with the alternatives, it seems reasonable to proceed with partial
papillectomy as a first line intervention for the direct restoration of the deep
sub-gingival margin with composite. Experience suggests that this approach is
very successful.
Cases completed with a partial papillectomy should be monitored for symptoms
consistent with BW invasion or inadequate attached gingivae. If noted, the
operator can still consider alternative management options at this point. We
have summarized our decision-making workflow in Figure 6.

Conclusion
For primary management of the deep interproximal carious lesion, appropriate
papilla management provides the key initial step to effective direct composite
restoration. It allows for effective isolation, matrix placement and wedging of the
cavity, reducing the potential for overhangs, optimising the bonding process and
favouring the formation of a favourable emergence profile and contact point.
Partial papillectomy offers a relatively straightforward solution to the issues
faced on a daily basis by general dental practitioners. The patient should always
be informed of their compromised situation and engaged in a balanced
discussion of potential sequelae and management options.

Figure 6. Decision-making workflow for papilla management when restoring
deep interproximal cavities
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